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United States as he continues to out run national level front-runners in regional
competition.
With his final junior event taking place in Stockton, California at the NorCal Outlaw
Series, Elliott garnered a strong third place result after qualifying on the front row.
Excited to move up in classes, Elliott would be back on track the following weekend
at the Superkarts! USA (SKUSA) ProKart Challenge North event in Reno, Nevada for
round three of the program in the TaG Senior division.
This wouldn't be Elliott's first attack on the senior field but the front running
Californian was able to compete in select events earlier in the 2011 season that
would not jeopardize his status as a junior. Now, with a full-fledged commitment to
the senior ranks, Elliott would join seventeen other hungry competitors in the hunt
for the race win.
Looking to get up to speed during Friday's test sessions, Elliott would struggle
slightly with the ever-changing track conditions and sorted TAG engine packages
competitors were allowed to run, finishing the day nearly .700 from the quickest
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competitor. With wholesale changes Friday evening, Elliott was back on pace on
Saturday morning claiming the fifth quickest time in his qualifying run as the top five
drivers were separated by a scant tenth of a second.
Starting the first of two heat races from inside the third row, disaster would strike on
the opening lap as Elliott would be involved in a first corner incident that relegated
him to the tail of the field. Never giving up, Elliott would drive forward again only to
be caught up in an unavoidable incident on lap six before claiming the tenth position.
Looking for redemption in heat two, Elliott would be forced to start in his first heat
finishing position on the difficult outside fifth row. Looking to survive the first lap
against the other aggressive senior drivers, Elliott quickly moved through the field
crossing the stripe in the sixth position.
Even though it is May, racing in California can be affected by weather and the main
events were shortened to fifteen laps from the scheduled twenty due to the snow
that was on its way in the mountainous region. Anxious to get to the front, Elliott
quickly charged forward through the field putting on a passing clinic as he
continually out broke and drafted past his competition. Running the second fastest
lap time of the race, the Top Kart driver moved into the second position and chased
down the leader toward the win but ran out of laps when the checkered flag was
flown. Finishing in the second position, Elliott will retain his overall points lead
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heading into the remaining three events in the Pro Kart Challenge North program.
POLL HISTORY

"I had a lot of fun competing in this Pro Kart Challenge event even though the
weather wasn't what we had expected. I also gained a lot of knowledge that I'll be
taking to my next race," explained Austin Elliott. "I really enjoy running the Reno
track because it is fun but challenging. I was happy to be able to compete against
some top drivers and come out close to the front."
Austin would like to thank the people who are making it possible for him to compete
in this race series including his Mom for her support and dedication to helping him
climb the motorsports ladder, his tuner Wesley Boswell for his chassis set up, and
driver coaching, Mike Tetreault from Grand Products, Jesus @ P1 Engines, The Door
& Window Stop, Fresno Tap Recycling, SNAP Fitness of Shingle Springs, Sons of
Stafford Plumbing, STAT Medical, RDS Race Cars & Chassis, Lisa @ Race Karts! Inc.,
Kartel Motorsports and RMG. Special thanks to Ron from Avery Dennison and Kwasi
at Custom Vehicle Wraps for the awesome new vinyl wrap graphics on the trailer.
Also, a big thanks to Tom & Patti Kutscher of the Superkarts! USA program for
putting on the NorCal Race Series.
For more information on Austin Elliott and Austin's racing sponsors, please visit them
online at http://www.AustinElliottRacing.com. For information on press releases or
other media services offered by Race Tech Development, please contact Mike
Maurini via e-mail at Info@RaceTechDevelopment.com or 317.270.8723. Race Tech
Development can also be found on Twitter at @RaceTechDvlp as well as Facebook at
their Race Tech Development Fan Page.
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